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Abstract—Network function virtualization (NFV), with1

its virtualization technologies, brings cloud computing to2

networking. Virtualized network functions (VNFs) are chained3

together to provide the required functionality at runtime on4

demand. It has a direct impact on power consumption depending5

on where and how these VNFs are placed and chained to accom-6

plish certain demands as the power consumption of a physical7

machine (PM) depends on its traffic load. One of the advantages8

of VNF placement over traditional virtual machine placement9

is that virtualization is not limited solely to servers. The PMs,10

including the servers and varying loads to these machines and11

their utilization, are critical issues related to the network’s energy12

consumption. In this paper, we designed a dynamic energy-saving13

model with NFV technology using an M/M/c queuing network14

with the minimum capacity policy where a certain amount of load15

is required to start the machine, which increases the utilization of16

the machine and avoids frequent changes of the machines’ states.17

We formulate an energy-cost optimization problem with capacity18

and delay as constraints. We propose a dynamic placement of19

VNF chains (DPVC) heuristic solution to the NP-hard problem.20

The results show that the DPVC solution performs better and21

saves more energy. It uses 45%–55% less active nodes to satisfy22

the requested demands and increases the utilization of the active23

nodes by 40%–50% compared to other algorithms.24

Index Terms—Virtualized network function, service chaining,25

Markov model, energy consumption, cost optimization.26

I. INTRODUCTION27

THE ENERGY crisis has been a significant issue for years,28

as most resources are non-renewable such as oil, coal, and29

gas [1]. As the report [2] suggested, by 2008, global electrical30

generation from solar sources was less than 1%. Furthermore,31

solar power has a very poor infrastructure worldwide. In 2015,32

it barely passed 1 % [3]. The majority of the world’s energy33

comes from non-renewable resources, which, due to the large34

amounts of greenhouse gases emitted (such as carbon dioxide),35

lead to global warming. To add to this concern, energy con-36

sumption and greenhouse gas emissions resulting from Internet37

usage have been steadily increasing in recent years. For exam-38

ple, data center Web servers, such as those used by Google39
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and Facebook, account for 2% of the greenhouse gas emis- 40

sions – about the same as air travel [4]. This rate is going to 41

increase substantially as people of highly populated develop- 42

ing countries like India and China become more inclined to 43

use the Internet. In the U.S., which hosts approximately 40% 44

of the world’s data center servers, it is estimated that server 45

farms consume close to 3% of the national power supply [5]. 46

Greenpeace’s 2010 “Make IT Green” report estimates that 47

the global demand for electricity from data centers was on 48

the order of 330bn kWh in 2007, close to the equivalent 49

of the entire electrical demand of the U.K. This demand is 50

projected to triple or quadruple by 2020. 51

Fortunately, virtualization technology can spur a “green” 52

revolution in the communication network. Server virtualization 53

in data center networks is a big example of this revolution. 54

A great deal of research [7]–[9] has focused on minimizing 55

energy consumption in data center networks that use virtual 56

machines. However, this virtualization mechanism has been 57

limited to servers only, and some hitches, such as excessive 58

resource fragmentation [10] and migration issues [11], still 59

exist. Additionally, virtualization technology has a very high 60

migration cost both in terms of time and energy [13]. Most 61

importantly, its management is only limited to the service 62

provider. 63

Network function virtualization (NFV) [12], [14], [15] tech- 64

nology has emerged as a new alternative, which can overcome 65

the pitfalls. NFV offers a new way to design, deploy, and 66

manage networking services by decoupling the network func- 67

tions, such as network address translation, firewalls, intrusion 68

detection, domain name service, etc., from dedicated hardware 69

devices so they can run in software. These network func- 70

tions are called virtualized network functions (VNFs), and they 71

are placed on physical machines as “virtual machine (VM) 72

instances.” However, VNFs can be placed on other types 73

of containers like Docker or Linux container (LXC) [6]. 74

A network service chain consists of a chain of such VNFs that 75

can be connected across the network using software provision- 76

ing. An example of service chain placement in the network is 77

presented in Figure 1. The network consists of nine nodes 78

considered as the physical machines of the network. We have 79

four different network functions: A, B, C, D, which are avail- 80

able in different nodes of the network, as shown in Figure 1. 81

Table I shows four service chain demands, with the source 82

and destination paths of four different flows. The virtual links 83

and physical path of each flow from source to destination are 84

given in the table. The first service chain, SC1 (B–C–A), at 85

source node 1, will be placed in the sequence of nodes 2, 4, 7. 86
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Fig. 1. Illustrative example of service chain placement in the network.AQ2 AQ3

TABLE I
VNF PLACEMENT OF THE SERVICE CHAINS

That is, the first VNF ‘B’ will be placed on node 2, then the87

second VNF ‘C’ will be placed on node 4, where the func-88

tion ‘C’ is available. The final VNF of SC1 will be placed89

on node 7 and the chain will terminate at destination node 6.90

Similarly, the second service chain, SC2 (C–A–D), will start91

from source node 5, terminate at destination node 1, and place92

VNFs on nodes 9, 7, 4. The third service chain, SC3 (A–D–B),93

will start from source node 6, terminate at destination node 1,94

and place VNFs on nodes 7, 4, 2. However, for the fourth95

service chain, SC4 (B–D–B), from the source node 5, after96

placement of the first VNF ‘B’ on node 9, the next function97

‘D’ is not available in the neighboring nodes. Therefore, it98

will be placed on node 4, the last VNF ‘B’ will be placed on99

node 2, and finally, it will terminate at destination node 6.100

As we discussed earlier, energy is a big issue within101

the Internet world. Unlike VM placement, we can minimize102

energy consumption using NFV technology, which can extend103

virtualization to other PMs, such as routers, switches, etc.104

Physical machines consume maximum power only during peak105

demand times, and average servers remain idle over 90% of106

the time [17]. However, the power consumption of an idle107

machine is nearly 60% of the peak load power consumption of108

the machine [18]. By reducing the number of active machines,109

and turning off the idle machines, we can reduce the energy110

consumption of the network.111

In our design, we use the minimum capacity112

mechanism [44] to minimize the frequent change of the113

machines’ states. According to this mechanism, we required114

a minimum capacity to transit an OFF node to an ACTIVE115

node. This helps to increase the utilization of the machine.116

Fifty percent of the power consumed by the PMs is to reduce117

heat generated during processing [20]. Hence, depending on118

the PM load, the cooling load also varies [45]. Therefore,119

in this paper, we normalize the energy consumption cost120

of the PMs, and the respective VM instances on those121

machines, which will help with performing a better analysis122

of the network’s energy consumption issues. We consider the123

dynamic service chain placement, which is a more realistic 124

scenario than static placement. However, in this work, we 125

do not consider the energy consumption of the link, as the 126

difference of the energy consumption of the link from idle to 127

full utilization is very minimal [47]. 128

Since NFV extends the virtualization beyond servers, it can 129

be applied to data centers, wide areas, and backbone networks. 130

Hence, our design is not limited to any predefined topology of 131

the network. In this paper, we tried to find the most suitable 132

node for the placement of VNF of the service chain, in order 133

to minimize the total energy consumption cost with certain 134

constraints. Our novel contribution is summarized as follows: 135

1) First, we design an energy-saving model using an M/M/c 136

queuing network [discussed in Section III (B)] for the 137

placement of multiple service chains’ functions in the 138

network. 139

2) We formulate an optimization problem to minimize 140

the total energy consumption cost of the network with 141

capacity and delay as the constraints and prove that 142

NP-hard. 143

3) We propose an efficient dynamic placement of VNF 144

chains (DPVC) heuristic algorithm for the dynamic 145

placement of VNFs in the network. Via MATLAB 146

experimentation, we demonstrate that our algorithm 147

significantly minimizes the cost of energy consumption. 148

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In 149

Section II we will discuss some related works. Design 150

and modeling is presented in Section III. We propose the 151

optimization problem in Section IV, and the heuristic solu- 152

tion in Section V. In Section VI, we present an analysis of 153

results and discuss the conclusions in Section VII. 154

II. RELATED WORKS 155

Works related to our paper can be divided into two cat- 156

egories: Energy saving models using VM placement; and 157

different VNF placement methods and how our paper differs 158

from them. 159

A. Energy Saving Using Virtual Machines 160

Energy consumption minimization is one of the most stud- 161

ied objective functions, with several modeling approaches 162

proposed in VM placement [22]. A much-studied approach is 163

to consolidate VMs on the minimum number of PMs based on 164

the assumption that the use of fewer PMs will bring less energy 165

consumption [23]. Khosravi et al. [24] proposed an energy- AQ4166

efficient scheduling algorithm of VMs to reduce the total 167

energy consumed by the cloud. A VM placement algorithm for 168

the distributed data centers was proposed in [25] to enhance 169

environmental sustainability. Chiang et al. [26] proposed 170

power-saving methods using VM placement by reducing the 171

number of unnecessary power-consuming machines in cloud 172

systems. In [8], an energy-aware Virtual Machine Allocation 173

Algorithm is presented to reduce data center power con- 174

sumption. This is accomplished by switching idle nodes to 175

sleep mode and allow Cloud providers to optimize resource 176

usage. Reference [7] Proposes a two-stage scheme to address 177

the energy issue in the DC. First, they use a static VM 178
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TABLE II
RELATED WORKS ON VNF PLACEMENT

placement scheme to minimize the active PMs and second179

they propose a dynamic VM migration scheme to mini-180

mize the maximum link utilization to improve the network181

performance. A multi-dimensional space partition model was182

proposed in [9] to characterize the resource uses in the PMs.183

They proposed a VM placement algorithm to maximize the184

PM utilization and minimize the energy consumption.185

B. Virtualized Network Function Placement186

The concept of NFV is creating the greatest buzz in the187

telecommunication industry, given a large number of several188

complex network functions in telecom networks.189

Several optimization frameworks and planning tools for190

NFV are available. Ghaznavi et al. [27] introduced the elas-191

tic virtual network placement problem and presented a model192

for minimizing the operational costs and providing VNF ser-193

vices. Addis et al. [29] provided a framework to evaluate194

the relative benefits of NFV in various scenarios and solved195

the problem of VNF service chain placement using mixed196

integer linear programming (MILP) to minimize the total pro-197

visioning cost. Moens and De Turck presented a model for198

resource allocation in NFV in [31]. They consider a NFV-199

enabled hybrid environment by giving insights into trade-offs200

between legacy and NFV networks. D’Oro et al. discussed201

the service chain composition problem in NFV networks [28].202

They used the non-cooperative game theory to propose a dis-203

tributed and privacy-preserving algorithm in polynomial time.204

D’Oro et al. [30] focus on the distributed resource alloca-205

tion and orchestration of softwarized network. They used the206

game theory to model the interaction between a user’s demand207

and a server’s availability and response. A dynamic func-208

tion composition optimization problem was proposed in [32],209

where they used the Markov chain approximation method to210

dynamically decide the appropriate service function instances211

at run time. Sahhaf et al. [46] discussed the optimal decom-212

position and embedment of network services. They minimize213

the mapping cost of the network service chains and address214

the scalability issue heuristically. A service chain instantia-215

tion framework was discussed in [48] to combine the network216

function optimally.217

Table II lists some papers based on VNF placement and218

how our contribution differs from them. Cohen et al. [33]219

discuss algorithms for near-optimal placement of VNFs. They220

presented a linear program (LP) relaxation-based approach for221

finding the inter-data center VNF chain placement. In this VNF222

placement problem, each demand considers a VNF set. Their223

goal is to minimize the overall operational cost. A context-224

free language-based VNF placement model is proposed by225

Fig. 2. OIA state transition diagram of PM.

Mehraghdam et al. [34]. They used mixed integer quadrat- 226

ically constrained program (MIQCP)-based mapping to find 227

the PM for VNF placement. Luizelli et al. [35] proposed an 228

integer linear program (ILP) model to embed VNF chains on 229

a network infrastructure. The proposed model targets a min- 230

imum number of VNFs to be mapped on the substrate. The 231

article [36] presented an Eigen-decomposition-based approach 232

for the placement of network function chains. The previously 233

discussed articles in Table II focused on the optimal placement 234

of VNF service chains, but they are not dynamic. However, 235

Clayman et al. [37] described an architecture based on an 236

orchestrator, which ensures that the placement of the virtual 237

nodes, and the allocation of network services on them, is auto- 238

matic. In this architecture, they used a monitoring system that 239

collects and reports on the behavior of the resources. However, 240

their method is not optimal. Bari et al. [38] solve the problem 241

of determining the number of VNFs required, and their place- 242

ment to optimize operational expenses dynamically while 243

adhering to service level agreements using an ILP. Optimal 244

deployment of new service function chains and readjustment 245

of the in-service chains dynamically was discussed in [16]. 246

In this paper, we focus on the optimal dynamic placement 247

of service chains and propose an energy-saving model using 248

an M/M/c queuing model. As the PMs are not homogeneous 249

in terms of performance, the amount of each machine’s energy 250

consumption is affected by the number of VM instances on it 251

and their capacities. So during the evaluation of energy con- 252

sumption cost, we normalized the PM and VM cost together, 253

which has not been done before. 254

III. DESIGN AND MODELING 255

A. Off-Idle-Active State Transition 256

Figure 2 illustrates the Off-Idle-Active (OIA) state transi- 257

tion diagram of the PM. Each machine has three states named 258

“OFF,” “IDLE,” and “ACTIVE.” A machine can transit from 259

one state to another with the following four rules. The power 260

consumption of the machine can be evaluated in each state as 261

well. 262

(1) OFF→ACT: Initially, the machine is in an OFF state, 263

and it consumes zero power (Zpower). The machine will turn 264

ACTIVE when the sum of the capacities of the VNFs in the 265

queue exceeds the minimum capacity, or when the waiting 266

time of any VNF in the queue exceeds the maximum waiting 267

time. We adopted this method to maximize utilization and to 268

avoid the machine from engaging in the switching state too 269
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often. This method also minimizes the waiting time of the270

VNFs, which were waiting in the queue for a longer time.271

(2) ACT→IDL: When all VNFs in the ACTIVE machine272

finish or migrate to other machines, the machine will go to273

the IDLE state. In the IDLE state, a machine will consume the274

basic amount of energy, which can be evaluated as the product275

of maximum power (Mpower) consumed by the machine and276

the ratio between default capacity (Dcap) of the machine to277

the maximum capacity (Mcap) of that machine.278

(3) IDL→OFF: If no new VNFs are assigned to the machine279

in the IDLE state within a predefined time, the machine will280

turn OFF.281

(4) IDL→ACT: If new VNFs are assigned, or if the VNFs282

migrate from other ACTIVE machines, the machine will turn283

ACTIVE from the IDLE state. Evaluation of the machine’s284

energy consumption in the ACTIVE state is similar to the285

IDLE state, only we need to add the summation of the capac-286

ities of the deployed VNFs (
∑

Vcap) in the machine to the287

default capacity of the machine. Here, the maximum power of288

the machine represents the maximum computing and cooling289

power of the machine.290

B. M/M/c Queuing Network Model291

Many analytical models have been presented by vari-292

ous articles [26], [39], [41] using the M/M/1 queuing model.293

However, in practice, real-world applications are not processed294

by the single-service node. Therefore, we use the M/M/c295

queuing network model [40], [42], where each service chain296

request can be processed through multiple service nodes, and297

each service node can process multiple network functions. Our298

energy-saving model adheres to the following assumptions.299

The VNFs of the service chain arrivals follow a Poisson pro-300

cess λ and are served in the order of their arrivals, i.e., the301

(i+1)th VNF of a service chain can start only after completion302

of the ith VNF of that service chain. In our model, a service303

node can process a maximum c number of VNFs of different304

service chains together. We assume all service chains are inde-305

pendent. All service times are independent and exponentially306

distributed with mean 1/μ. The idle time follows the expo-307

nential distribution with mean: 1/θ1, and the off time follows308

exponential distribution with mean: 1/θ2. Both aforementioned309

variables are independent of each other. Here, the state space310

is settled by S = {(m, n), m = {0, 1}, 0 ≤ n ≤ ∞} where m311

denotes the machine is ON or OFF, and n denotes the number312

of VNFs in the machine. The state-transition-rate diagram for313

a queuing system is shown in Figure 3. State (0, 0) denotes314

that the machine is ON, but with no VNF, i.e., the IDLE state,315

and (0, n) denotes that the machine is ACTIVE with n num-316

ber of VNFs. State (1, n) shows the OFF state with n number317

of VNFs in waiting.318

Let Pm,n denote the steady-state probabilities at state (m, n),319

then the following notations are used:320

P0,n = Probability that n VNFs exist in the PM in the321

ACTIVE state.322

P0,0 = Probability that no VNFs exist in the PM, and it323

is IDLE.324

Fig. 3. M/M/c queuing model state transition diagram for a service node.

P1, n = Probability that n VNFs exist in the PM in the OFF 325

state. 326

Based on Figure 3, the following balanced equations can be 327

given: 328

(λ + θ1)P0,0 = μ

c∑

n=1

n · P0,n, (1) 329

(λ + cμ)P0,n = λ·P0,n−1 + cμ·P0,n+c, (2) 330

where n = 1, . . . c − 1, 331

(λ + cμ)P0,n = λ·P0,n−1 + cμ·P0,n+c + θ2 · P1n, (3) 332

where n = c, c + 1, . . . ∞, 333

θ1 · P0,0 = λ·P1,0, (4) 334

λ · P1,n = λ · P1,n−1, where n = 1, . . . c − 1, (5) 335

(λ + θ2)P1,n = λ · P1,n−1, where n = c, c + 1, . . . ∞. (6) 336

Let PACTIVE, PIDLE, and POFF denote the probabili- 337

ties that a PM is in the ACTIVE, IDLE, and OFF 338

states respectively. With the normalizing equation 339∑∞
n=1 P0,n + P0,0 +∑∞

n=0 P1,n = 1, the solutions of 340

these equations can be obtained as: 341

⎧
⎨

⎩

PACTIVE = ∑∞
n=1 P0,n,

PIDLE = P0,0,

POFF = ∑∞
n=0 P1,n.

342

Theorem 1:
∑∞

n=0 P1,n = [c · θ1
λ

+ θ1
θ2

]P00. 343

Proof: Please refer to Appendix B. 344

Assuming, α = (θ1+λ)·K·(K+c)
2c2 for some large integer K, we 345

have, 346

Theorem 2:
∑∞

n=1 P0,n = [ α
cμ + θ1

λ+cμ ]P00. 347

Proof: Please refer to Appendix E. 348

Theorem 3: If
∑∞

n=0 P0,n +∑∞
n=0 P1,n = 1, then P0,0 = 349

1
1+ θ1

θ2
+ cθ1

λ
+ α

cμ + θ1
λ+cμ

. 350

Proof: Please refer to Appendix F. 351

By using this value P0,0 we can find POFF, PIDLE, and 352

PACTIVE of each PM. That is, we can determine what is the 353

state of the machine, and how many VNFs are on the machine. 354

Then, as given in Figure 2, the amount of the power consumed 355

by the machine in different states can be evaluated. 356
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TABLE III
LIST OF COMMONLY USED VARIABLES AND NOTATIONS

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION357

As described in the previous section, we can get the state358

of a PM at a particular time and the number of VM instances359

on the PM at that time. Considering this, we propose an360

optimization problem to minimize the energy consumption361

cost in this section.362

A. Variable Declaration363

In Table III, we declared the variables used to formulate364

the optimization problems. We classify all variables in four365

groups. The first group represents the different sets we will366

use. N and L are the set of nodes and links, respectively. Here,367

a node means a PM. sC represents the set of all requested ser-368

vice chains and vF is the set of VNFs we have in our network.369

T is the set of iterations. vM is the set of VM instances on370

a particular node and K is the set of commodities. The second371

group represents the variables and different network parame-372

ters we will use. n(u) is the decision variable of the physical373

machine u, which shows the state of the machine. sk and tk374

are the source and destination of commodity k, respectively.375

Fk is the flow of commodity k, and Pk is the path of flow k.376

eN
u shows the energy consumed by the node u. eC and teC are377

the energy consumption cost and the total energy consump-378

tion cost, respectively. The third group refers to the delay,379

demand, and capacity parameters. CN(u), CI(u), and CV
i (u)380

represent the maximum capacity, default capacity, and capac- 381

ity of the VM instance i of the node u, respectively. CL(u, v) 382

is the capacity of link (u, v) and dk(u, v) is the delay faced 383

by the flow k at link (u, v). qdsc
f (u) is the queuing delay of 384

the function f of service chain sc at node u. dMAX(u) is the 385

maximum delay at node u, and Dk is the maximum delay that 386

the flow can tolerate. dsc
f (u) represents the demand of function 387

f of service chain sc at node u. The last group consists of two 388

binary variables. Xf
i (u) presents function f placed on the ith 389

VM instance of node u. Ysc
f (u) shows the function f of service 390

chain sc placed on node u. 391

B. Objective Function and Constraints 392

By using the notations given in Table III, we state the energy 393

consumption cost is: 394

eC =
∑

u∈N

n(u) ∗
(

CI(u) +∑
i∈vM(u) CV

i (u)

CN(u)

)

∗ eN
u , 395

Where n(u) =
{

1, if node (u) is IDLE or ACTIVE,

0, Otherwise.
396

The total energy consumption cost teC = ∑
t∈T eC(t). Here, 397

n(u) represents the state of the node u. The value is 1 if the 398

node is ACTIVE or IDLE, and 0 otherwise. CN(u), CI(u), 399

and CV
i (u) represent the maximum capacity, default capacity 400

of the machine in the IDLE state, and capacity of the VM 401

instance i (on u ) of the node u, respectively. eN
u is the cost 402

of energy consumed by node u at a utilization of 100%. eC(t) 403

is the cost of energy consumption by the network at time t. 404

The total cost of energy consumption teC of the network is the 405

sum of energy consumption of each individual node in various 406

states over a period of time. Our objective is to Minimize teC. 407

The set of operational constraints to be noticed are. 408

1) Flow Constraints: The inequality in Equation (7) 409

ensures that the flow from node u to node v must be posi- 410

tive. Equation (8), ensures that the total flow along each link 411

should not exceed the total capacity of that link. The flow con- 412

servation constraint is shown in Equation (9), where rk unit of 413

traffic is created in its source, and is destroyed in its destina- 414

tion. For a stable system, the limit of the utilization of each 415

node and links lies between [0, 1]. Equation (10) ensures the 416

utilization limit of each PM. 417

Fi(u, v) ≥ 0, ∀i, Fi ∈ K, ∀(u, v) ∈ L, (7) 418

k∑

i=1

Fi(u, v) ≤ CL(u, v) ∗ l(u, v), ∀(u, v) ∈ L, (8) 419

∑

(u,v)∈L

Fk(u, v) −
∑

(v,u)∈L

Fk(v, u) =
⎧
⎨

⎩

rk, if u = sk,

−rk, if u = tk,
0, otherwise,

(9) 420

0 ≤ λ

cμ
≤ 1. (10) 421

2) Capacity Constraints: The inequality in 422

Equation (11) ensures that the total sum of the capaci- 423

ties of VNFs on node u must be less than or equal to 424

‘utility capacity’ of node u, i.e., the difference between 425

maximum capacity and default capacity of u. The variable 426
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in Equation (12) shows the function f of service chain sc is427

placed on node u. The Equation (13) inequality ensures that428

the demand of function f of service chain sc at node u must429

be less than or equal to the available capacity of node u.430

The next inequality in Equation (14) presents the demand of431

function f of service chain sc at node u less than or equal to432

the capacity of the VM instance i of the node u.433

∑

i∈vM(u)

CV
i (u) ≤ CN(u) − CI(u), ∀u ∈ N, (11)434

Ysc
f (u) = 1, ∀u ∈ N, f ∈ vF, sc ∈ sC, (12)435

∑

sc∈sC

dsc
f (u) ≤ CN(u) −

∑

i∈vM(u)

CV
i (u)−CI(u),436

∀u ∈ N, f ∈ vF, sc ∈ sC, (13)437

dsc
f (u) ≤ CV

i (u), ∀u ∈ N, f ∈ vF, sc ∈ sC. (14)438

3) Placement Constraints: The binary variable in439

Equation (15) shows the function f placed on the ith VM440

instance of node u. The inequality in Equation (16) shows the441

queuing delay of function f of service chain sc must be less442

than or equal to the maximum delay at node u. Equation (17)443

ensures that the delay faced by a flow along its path must444

be less than or equal to the maximum delay the flow can445

tolerate. Equation (18) checks the status of the node for the446

placement of the function. It consists of three parts. The first447

inequality checks whether the node is ACTIVE or not, and448

the second part checks the node is IDLE or not. The last part449

checks if the node is OFF or not, and whether the demand450

on the node exceeds the threshold value.451

Xf
i (u) = 1, ∀u ∈ N, (15)452

qdsc
f (u) ≤ dMAX(u), ∀u ∈ N, f ∈ vF, sc ∈ sC, (16)453

∑

(u,v)∈Pk

dFk(u, v) ≤ Dk, ∀k, Fk ∈ K, (17)454

[[
Ysc

f (u) ≤
∑

Xf
i (u)

]∥∥
∥
∥

[[

EN(u) = CI(u) ∗ eN(u)

CN(u)

]∥
∥
∥
∥455

[
(
EN(u) = 0

)
&

(
∑

sc∈sC

dsc
i (u) ≥ thresold

)] ]]

= 1,456

∀u ∈ N, ∀f ∈ vF, sc ∈ sC, thresold is a constant.457

(18)458

C. Problem Analysis459

The optimization problem we formulated in this paper can460

be shown to be NP-hard, by reducing the standard Virtual461

Network Embedding (VNE) problem [43], which is known to462

be NP-hard, to our problem in polynomial time.463

In the first step, we describe the mapping of virtual networks464

to a physical network with an example, and then we state the465

VNE problem, which is an existing NP-hard problem. In the466

second step, we redefine our optimization problem to a deci-467

sion problem and later demonstrate that the VNE problem468

could be reduced to our problem. Figure 4 depicts a scenario469

of virtual and physical network mapping. It consists of two470

virtual networks and one physical network. The capacity of471

each node and links (both physical and virtual) are given in472

Figure 4. Two virtual networks are mapped to the physical473

Fig. 4. Two virtual networks mapped onto one physical network [43].

network in such a way that the sum of the capacities of the 474

virtual nodes/links on a physical node/links must be less than 475

or equal to the capacity of that physical node/links. 476

1) Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) Problem: Given an 477

undirected graph GP = (UP, EP), where UP is the set of 478

vertices and EP is the set of edges. Each vertex ui ∈ UP 479

is assigned a capacity CP(ui) and each edge (ui, uj) ∈ EP, 480

ui, uj ∈ UP has a bandwidth bP(ui, uj). Given another undi- 481

rected graph GV = (WV , EV), where WV is the set of vertices 482

and EV is the set of edges. Each vertex wk ∈ WV is assigned 483

a capacity CV(wk) and each edge (wk, wl) ∈ EV , wk, wl ∈ WV 484

has a bandwidth bV(wk, wl). 485

The problem is to determine whether or not we can find 486

a set of valid mapping from EV to EP. In each mapping from 487

edge (wk, wl) ∈ EV to (ui, uj) ∈ EP, two conditions are 488

required to be satisfied: 489

1. CP(ui) ≥ CV(wk), and CP(uj) ≥ CV(wj), 490

2. bP(ui, uj) ≥ bV(wk, wl). 491

Theorem 4: Our optimization problem is NP-hard. 492

Proof: Please refer to Appendix G. 493

V. SOLUTION APPROACH 494

In this section, we will propose the dynamic placement of 495

the VNF chains heuristic algorithm. This placement method 496

reduces the number of active1 nodes in the network. We use 497

a restricted spanning tree mechanism for the placement of the 498

VNF. To reduce the energy cost, we select the path for the flow, 499

which has more active nodes, and fewer hop counts from the 500

source to destination. For example, in the network (Figure 1), 501

we have a new flow (say SC5) from source 1 to destination 502

6, with a service chain demand (B-D-A). After placement of 503

the first two functions, B and D on node 2, and 4 respec- 504

tively, we have two options for the placement of A. If we 505

place A on node 3, we have to turn it ACTIVE, which will 506

increase energy consumption. We can minimize energy con- 507

sumption by placing A on node 7, which is in the ACTIVE 508

state, and redirect the flow to the destination via node 9. This 509

algorithm consists of three stages. The first stage is the DPVC 510

algorithm presented in Algorithm 1. It takes the input in each 511

iteration of the loop and calls the Placement function (given in 512

1Node is either in the ACTIVE or IDLE state.
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Algorithm 1 DPVC Algorithm
1 Input: A, B, ST, VMcap, Totalcost, Idlmax, Umax, Uidl,

vNF, pt, Idltime, mincap, Ec, NumFlow, boot.
Algorithm:

2 VM = struct(VMflg, VMfun, VMexp, VMwait, VMflow)
3 ServiceChain =

struct(source, chain, destination, FLOWlen, FLOWnum)
4 ChainTime = struct(startTime, pTime,

preSource, chainDest, hop, endTime)
5 CurrInp = struct(chainNum, currSource, currVNF,

currDest, currFLOWlen, FLOWno, ETime)
6 for each iteration t
7 ServiceChain = ServiceChainIP(ServiceChain, t)
8 ChainTime = setChainTime(CurrInp,

ServiceChain, ChainTime, t)
9 CurrInp = CurrVNFinput(CurrInp,

ServiceChain, ChainTime, t)
10 Placement(CurrInp, ChainTime, nodes, A, B ,

ST, VM, t)
11 for each node i in ST
12 for each VM j in node i
13 if t > VMexp(i, j)
14 Release(VM, i, j)
15 end
16 end
17 if (i ∈ ST) & (Uass(i) == 0)
18 Idltime(i) = Idltime(i) + 1;
19 if Idltime(i) ≥ Idlmax
20 Delete(ST, i)
21 end
22 end
23 end for
24 VM = updateVM(VM)

25 cost = ∑N
i=1,i∈ST Ec(i) ∗ Uidl(i)+∑VMcap(i,j)∗VMflg(i,j)

Umax(i)
26 end for
27 Output: Totalcost=

∑
cost

Algorithm 2 Placement Algorithm
1 Placement(CurrInp, ChainTime, nodes, A, B, ST,

VM, t)
2 for i = 1 → |CurrInp| do
3 s = CurrInp(i).currSource;

d = CurrInp(i).destination;
4 nf = CurrInp(i).currVNF;
5 RDFST(nodes, A, B, ST, VMflg, VMexp, s, d, nf , t)
6 ChainTime = updateChainTime(ChainTime,

CurrInp, newNode)
7 end for
8 Return: ST, VM, ChainTime

Algorithm 2). The Placement function will take a set of VNFs513

as input and call the Restricted Depth First Spanning Tree514

(RDFST) function (given in Algorithm 3) for each individual515

VNF, and find the appropriate location for placement.516

We randomly generated a connected graph (matrix A) con-517

sisting of a set of nodes and links, of equal weight. We assign518

different types of VNFs to each node randomly presented by519

matrix B, i.e., the rows of the matrix present the nodes and520

columns existing in the network functions. B(i, j) = 1, if the521

ith node of the network has the jth function, else 0. ST is522

the spanning tree. Umax and Uidl are the arrays presented as523

the maximum capacity and default capacity of each node in the524

graph, respectively. vNF is the set of functions, and pt is the525

Algorithm 3 RDFST Algorithm
1 RDFST(nodes, A, B, ST, VM, s, d, fun, t)

Index = nodeWithfun(B, fun)
2 nodes = struct(num, CapAct, sNode, spd)
3 nodes = assignPrioritytoNodes(nodes, VM, s, d)

x = totalVMInstances(VM)
y = x − 1;

4 While y < x do
5 nodessorted = nestedSortStructure(nodes, {

CapAct, sNode, spd})
6 for i = 1 → |Index| do
7 if nodessorted(i).num ≤ 0 then
8 Display (‘Error!’);
9 else
10 nN = nodessorted(i).num;
11 Assign(ST, nN, VM, fun, NumFlow, boot)
12 if nN ∈ ST
13 exit; ;
14 else if Uass(nN) ≥ mincap
15 Add(ST, nN)
16 exit; ;
17 else if max(VMwait(nN, 1),

VMwait(nN, 2), . . . ) ≥ offtime
18 Add(ST, nN)
19 exit;
20 else
21 Display(‘Wait!’);
22 exit;
23 end
24 end
25 end
26 end if
27 end for
28 y = totalVMInstances(VM)
29 end while
30 Return: ST, VM, nN

processing time of each function. Idltime is the amount of time 526

the node can stay IDLE. If it does not receive any function, 527

during this time limit it will turn OFF. offtime is the maximum 528

amount of time a VNF can wait in an OFF PM. If the amount 529

of time is exceeded the limit, the PM will turn ON. VMcap 530

is the capacity of each VM instance. We are using the span- 531

ning tree concept in our algorithm. Here, if a machine turns 532

ACTIVE, we will add it to the spanning tree, and if an active 533

machine turns OFF, we will remove it from the spanning tree. 534

We are using two sets of operations (Add and Delete) in our 535

algorithm to handle this. When a machine turns ACTIVE, we 536

use the Add operation to add that machine to the spanning 537

tree, and when a machine turns OFF, we use the Delete oper- 538

ation to remove it from the spanning tree. We are using two 539

more operations such as Assign and Release for the placement 540

of a VNF. When a new VNF is placed on the machine, by the 541

Assign operation, we provide resources to that VM instance. 542

If a running VNF terminates by the Release operation, we 543

release the assigned resources of that VM instance, which can 544

be assigned to a new VNF. The definitions of these operations 545

are as follows. 546

Definition 1: [Add] if ST is an arbitrary set, u /∈ ST is an 547

arbitrary element, where ST = {ui : i ∈ I}, I is an Index set, 548

then we define Add(ST, u) = ST ∪ {u}. 549
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Definition 2: [Delete] if ST is an arbitrary set, u ∈ ST is an550

arbitrary element, where ST = {ui : i ∈ I}, I is an Index set,551

then we define Delete(ST, u) = ST − {u}.552

Definition 3: [Assign] if ui is an arbitrary set and i is the553

number of elements in u, and j /∈ u is an arbitrary element,554

then we define Assign(ui, j) = ui+1.555

Definition 4: [Release] if ui is an arbitrary set and i is the556

number of elements in u, and j ∈ u is an arbitrary element,557

then we define Release(ui, j) = ui−1.558

The DPVC algorithm works as follows: First, we generate559

four structures named, ServiceChain, ChainTime, and CurrInp.560

The structure VM consists of five fields. VMflg shows whether561

the VM is ON or OFF, VMexp presents the termination time562

of the VM, and VMfun presents the network function run-563

ning in the VM. VMwait shows the waiting time, and VMflow564

shows a number of flows are sharing that VNF. The structure565

ServiceChain consists of five fields, i.e., the chain presents the566

service chain. The source, destination, Flowlen, and Flownum567

represent the source, destination, length, and number of the568

flows, respectively. The structure ChainTime consists of six569

fields. The first field startTime holds the start time of each570

VNF of the service chain and the second field pTime shows571

the processing time of each VNF of the service chain, and the572

third one is the preSource, i.e., the node where the previous573

VNF of the service chain was placed. Initially, preSource is574

the chain source. chainDest shows the destination of the flow.575

hop and endTime present the end-to-end number of hop and576

termination time of the flow, respectively. CurrInp is the struc-577

ture, which holds a set of VNFs for the current iteration for578

placement. After placement, the structure will discard all val-579

ues of the structure. This structure consists of seven fields, i.e.,580

currVNF shows the VNF name, currSource shows its source,581

currDest shows its destination, chainNum shows which ser-582

vice chain the VNF belongs to, currFLOWlen shows the flow583

length, Flowno shows the flow number, and ETime shows the584

termination time of the flow. After creation of the structure for585

each iteration, we do the following: We take as a maximum586

one flow and its service chain as an input and set its service587

time by setChainTime function. By CurrVNFinput(), we select588

the VNFs from different existing service chains for placement.589

Then, we call the placement function for the Placement of590

the selected VNFs. We check the termination time of all the591

VM instances of each active node. If any VNF terminates, we592

Release them. We also check the idle-time of each IDLE node,593

if the idle-time exceeds the maximum idle-time, we turn that594

node OFF. We calculate the energy consumption cost of the595

system for each iteration by considering the status (ACTIVE,596

IDLE, OFF) of each node and the number of VNFs on them.597

After each loop iteration, we update the structure VM.598

In the Placement algorithm, we retrieve each VNF (nf ) and599

their current source node (s), i.e., where the previous function600

of that service chain has been placed and their destination node601

(d). Then, we call the RDFST function for the placement of602

each VNF. After placement of the VNF, the chain time of the603

service chain gets updated. After placement of all VNFs, the604

Placement function returns the values to the DPVC algorithm.605

The RDFST algorithm works as follow. First, we retrieve606

the nodes that contain the required service function (fun)607

using nodeWithfun(). We assign priority to these nodes by608

TABLE IV
EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS

the function, assignPrioritytoNodes. Here, if the same node 609

has availability for the new function, then it will be given 610

the highest priority. Second priority will be given to the other 611

active nodes with availability. Third priority will be given to 612

the non-empty OFF nodes, and fourth priority will be allocated 613

to empty OFF nodes. If two nodes have the same priority, then 614

preference will be given to the node with the minimum short- 615

est path distance (spd). Here spd is calculated by adding the 616

shortest path from the current source (s) to the node and from 617

the node to the destination (d). By using structural sorting, we 618

sort the nodes based on their priority, retrieve the most suit- 619

able node (nN) for the placement of the VNF from the sorted 620

structure (nodessorted), and Assign the VNF (fun) to that node 621

and add the boot time if the VM is OFF. If the node is not 622

ACTIVE, we check to see if the assigned capacity of that 623

node exceeds the minimum capacity (mincap) or not. If the 624

minimum capacity has been exceeded, then we turn that node 625

ACTIVE. Then, by the Add operation, we add the node to the 626

spanning tree (ST). Otherwise, we check the waiting time of 627

all the VMs. If the waiting time of any VM exceeds the maxi- 628

mum waiting time (offtime), we turn that node ACTIVE. After 629

successful placement of a VNF, the RDFST function returns 630

the value to the Placement algorithm. 631

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 632

In this section, we will discuss the experimental setup, 633

which is used in this paper to evaluate our proposed algo- 634

rithms. In this experiment, we considered multiple par- 635

tially meshed networks where the network does not have 636

a predefined structure for service chain placement. Through 637

this experiment, we demonstrate the performance of our algo- 638

rithm. As our design and objective are different from the exist- 639

ing VNF placement papers, we compare our DPVC algorithm 640

with random [19] and first-fit [21] placement algorithms. In 641

the random placement algorithm (RND), we randomly select 642

a node with sufficient capacity for the placement of the func- 643

tion. In the first-fit placement algorithm (FF), we select the first 644

node with available capacity for the placement of the function. 645

A. Experiment Setup 646

We used MATLAB to compare the performance of the 647

algorithms, Table IV shows the details of the experimental 648

parameter used in the simulated scenario for this work. For this 649
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simulation, we considered the randomly generated partially650

meshed networks. Randomly generated flows2 are given as651

the input from a set of source nodes to a set of destination652

nodes, where for each flow, the source and destination nodes653

are not equal. The length of the flows is 10–100 packets, and654

all packets are of equal size. For each flow, the service chains655

are randomly generated of lengths consisting of 5 to 14 VNFs.656

We considered 10 different types of network functions out of657

which 9 are the general functions (VNF remains active until658

all packets of the flow get processed) and one is a special659

function (VNF remains active until flow reaches the destina-660

tion node). Different general VNFs have different processing661

times and can appear one or more times in a single service662

chain. If a VNF has a processing time of 20 packets/sec, then663

it will take 4 sec to process a flow of 80 packets. The special664

VNF can appear a maximum of one time in a service chain665

and remain active until the flow reaches the destination node.666

Each service chain contains a minimum of 3 different types667

of functions. Placement of a service chain’s VNFs is sequen-668

tial, i.e., (i + 1)th VNF of the service chain can be placed669

only after completion of the ith VNF of that service chain.670

If the ith VNF is a special one, then the VM will remain671

active until the flow reaches the destination. The (i + 1)th672

VNF of the service chain can be placed immediately after673

the VM is available and packets are ready for processing.674

After the placement of a special VNF of a service chain, the675

next VNFs of that chain can be placed on the same node676

along with the special VNF, if that function is available on677

that node and the node has available capacity for placement.678

For example, in Figure 1, we consider ‘C’ as a special func-679

tion, and we have a flow from node 5 to 6 with service chain680

demand C-B-A. The first VNF ‘C’ will be placed on node 9681

and will remain active until the flow reaches the destination682

node 6. The second VNF ‘B’ can be placed on node 9 if683

the node has available capacity. This is a case where multiple684

VNFs of the same chain run on the same node. However, ‘B’685

will remain active until all packets of the flow get processed.686

Without loss of generality, we assume a service chain demand687

of a flow at the system will terminate only after all the packets688

of the flow get processed by the respective VNFs, and the flow689

reaches the destination nodes, whereby all flows are not able690

to split. All nodes are of equal capacity. After releasing all the691

VNF instances, the nodes can stay IDLE for duration of max-692

imum idle-time, within this period, if new VNF instances are693

assigned to the IDLE machine, it will turn ACTIVE or else it694

will turn OFF. Because energy consumption in the IDLE state695

is a big issue, in our evaluation, we have considered three696

different cases, i.e., the IDLE node consumes 30%, 40%, or697

50% of the energy of the maximum energy consumption of698

the node during full utilization. When new VNFs are placed699

on an OFF PM and within off-time duration after placement700

of the first VNF, if the PM is unable to get the minCap value,701

it will turn ACTIVE, which will minimize the waiting time of702

the VNFs already in the queue.703

2In this paper, we assume short flows (generated by user tasks that have
a short duration [49]).

B. Results Analysis 704

In this section, we will demonstrate the performance of the 705

algorithms under multiple topologies. In this evaluation, we 706

have considered all three cases of energy consumption of the 707

nodes in the IDLE state. 708

1) Energy Consumption Cost Analysis: Figure 5(a) presents 709

the total energy consumption cost of the networks. Total 710

energy consumption cost is nothing but the sum of the energy 711

consumption cost of the network after each iteration. We 712

check the status of the nodes and amount of VM instances 713

on them after each iteration. As the result, in Figure 5(a), 714

shows, our DPVC saves nearly 45% and 65% more on 715

costs than the FF and RND, respectively. As the input of 716

the number of flows increases, the total energy consumption 717

cost difference between the algorithms, continue to increase. 718

Figure 5(b) shows the variation of energy consumption cost 719

in each iteration. The result shows the DVCP consumes less 720

energy compared to other algorithms, because it always gives 721

priority to select active PMs for the placement of VMs instead 722

of OFF PMs. 723

Figure 5(c) shows the average energy consumption cost by 724

the network per flow. The result in Figure 5(c) clearly shows 725

that the average energy consumption cost in the DPVC is rel- 726

atively less than in other algorithms due to its node selection 727

process, which gives priority to select the active nodes for the 728

placement of the VNF. This process minimizes the number 729

of active nodes in the network, increases the utilization, and, 730

as a result, the cost decreases. Figure 5(d) shows the average 731

number of end-to-end hops per flow. The number of hops in 732

the FF is less than the number in the DVCP algorithm, as it 733

selects the shortest available node for the placement of func- 734

tion. However, its energy consumption is very high compared 735

to the DVCP, as shown in Figure 5(c). In the DVCP algo- 736

rithm we select the path which contains a greater number of 737

active nodes for the placement of VNFs, instead of the shortest 738

path. Hence, in the DVCP, the hop count is more, but energy 739

consumption is less. 740

2) Utilization of Active Nodes: Figure 6(a) shows the aver- 741

age utilization of active PMs, that are not in the OFF state, 742

i.e., we assume the IDLE machines are also active here, as 743

they consume default amount of energy. Average utilization 744

refers to the mean utilization of all nodes in the ACTIVE or 745

IDLE state. For example, a network consists of five nodes, if 746

three nodes are in the ACTIVE state with a utilization of 40%, 747

60%, and 80%, one node is in the OFF state and consumes no 748

energy, and one node is in the IDLE state with 0% utilization 749

of energy. Then the average utilization of the active nodes of 750

the network can be (40% + 60% + 80% + 0%)/4 = 45%. 751

As the result shows, in Figure 6(a), the utilization of the 752

active nodes is relatively 45% more than other algorithms. 753

This is because, in the DPVC, the percentage of active nodes 754

in the network is relatively less, as presented in Figure 6(b). 755

The percentage of active nodes of a network means that in 756

a network with 50 nodes, if 15 nodes are either in the ACTIVE 757

or IDLE state at the time t1, then we consider the percent- 758

age of active nodes to be 30% at t1. The percentage of the 759

active nodes in the DVCP is less because by the RDFST 760

method, it primarily selects the ACTIVE or IDLE nodes for 761
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Fig. 5. (a) Total energy consumption cost of the network per number of flows.
The DPVC algorithm saves more on cost than other algorithms. (b) Energy
consumption cost variation per flows. (c) Average energy consumption cost
per flows. The DPVC saves more on cost than others. (d) Percentage of the
average number of hops from the ingress node to the egress node per flows.

the placement of the VNFs rather the OFF nodes. This mini-762

mizes the number of nodes in the OFF state that turn ACTIVE,763

whereas, the RND method selects the node randomly and764

Fig. 6. (a) Average utilization of active nodes per flow. The DPVC utilizes
its nodes better than other algorithms. (b) Percentage of active nodes in the
networks per flow. The DPVC has fewer active nodes. (c) Average utilization
variation of the active nodes ‘w/’ and ‘w/o’ IDLE nodes.

the FF selects the first available node for the placement of 765

the VNF. 766

Figure 6(c) shows the difference between the maximum and 767

minimum average utilization of the active node. The network 768

experiences the highest variation when a node is in the IDLE 769

state (0% utilization) and another node is fully utilized (100%). 770

In the DVCP algorithm, the IDLE node remains IDLE for 771

a specific duration before turning OFF if no new VNF is 772

assigned. To switch an OFF PM to an ACTIVE state, the 773

DVCP requires a certain minCap value, which increases the 774

utilization. Via the RDFST method, we always try to place 775

a VNF in an active node rather than in an OFF node. Hence, 776

the DVCP experiences more utilization variation than other 777

algorithms with IDLE nodes utilization. However, the variation 778
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Fig. 7. Total energy consumption cost on different default consumption in
the IDLE state. As default consumption increases, cost increases.

Fig. 8. Energy consumption cost per number of flows in the DVCP algorithm
with each VNF shared by multiple flows. As the more flows shared by the
VNF, energy consumption cost decreases.

is significantly less when we exclude the utilization of the779

network’s IDLE nodes.780

3) Performance Changes With Different Default Energy781

Consumption in the IDLE State: Energy consumption is one of782

the biggest concerns in our research. In Figure 7 we presented783

the results of the total energy consumption cost of the network784

in different percentages of default energy consumption in the785

IDLE state. As the results show, as the amount of energy786

consumption in the IDLE state increases, the total energy787

consumption also increases. The greater the number of IDLE788

nodes in the network, the more the unutilized energy consump-789

tion exists. As the default energy consumption in the IDLE790

state increases, the total energy consumption increases. At the791

same time, our DPVC algorithm saves more on cost than other792

algorithms in all three cases.793

4) Performance Changes With Different Flow Sharing794

Limit: Figure 8 shows the performance of the DVCP algo-795

rithm on different flow sharing limits (how many numbers of796

flows can share a VNF together?). For example, if maximum797

5 flows can share a VNF at a time, then flow sharing limit is 5.798

In all the previous results, we considered the maximum shar-799

ing limit 1. However, a VNF can be shared among different800

flows together. The results in Figure 8 show that by increasing801

the sharing limit of the VNFs, the energy consumption of the802

network reduces significantly. By increasing the VNF’s flow803

sharing limit from 1 flow to 5 flows, the energy consumption804

decreases nearly 30%–35%.805

Fig. 9. The DPVC algorithm with different minimum capacity (minCap)
required to turn ACTIVE, the OFF nodes. With increase in minCap (a) total
energy consumption cost decreases, (b) utilization increases, and (c) mean
delay per service chain increases.

5) Performance Changes With Different minCap Value: 806

Figure 9 shows the performance of the DPVC algorithm on 807

different minCap values. The minCap value is the minimum 808

capacity required to turn the node in on OFF state to an 809

ACTIVE state. As we have considered the capacity of the 810

VM instances to be equal, so we considered the minimum 811

number of VM instances required to turn a machine in an 812

OFF state to an ACTIVE state. This value significantly affects 813

the performance of the network. It minimizes the number of 814

active nodes and significantly increases the utilization of the 815

network. Figure 9(a) and 9(b) show the total energy consump- 816

tion cost and average utilization of the network on a different 817

minCap value, respectively. By increasing the minCap value 818

from 1 to 4, the energy consumption cost decreases by 819

nearly 50 percent, and average utilization increases by nearly 820
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Fig. 10. Energy consumption of network increases/decreases with
increase/decrease of the average utilization of the active nodes.

40 percent. Figure 9(c) shows the mean queuing delay of821

VNFs per service chain. With the increase in minCap, the822

delay increases. However, compared to the good energy saving823

performance, this delay can be negligible.824

6) Intermediate Results Analysis: Figure 10 shows the825

intermediate results of VNF placement algorithms. We826

described these results as intermediate results because they are827

based on a single network; whereas other previous results are828

on multiple networks of the DPVC algorithm. Here we retrieve829

the status of the system for ten-iterations when the percentage830

of active nodes in the network remains unchanged. However,831

the energy consumption cost changes with the change of uti-832

lization of the active nodes. As shown in Figure 10, the833

energy consumption cost of the network increases/decreases834

with increase/decrease the utilization of the active nodes.835

VII. CONCLUSION836

In this paper, we analyzed the energy consumption issue837

in the network function virtualization network. We proposed838

an energy-saving model using an M/M/c queuing network.839

We formulated an optimization problem to minimize the total840

energy consumption cost of the network, which proved to be841

NP-hard. Our proposed algorithm can be used to determine842

the most suitable PMs for the placement of VNFs to mini-843

mize the energy consumption of the network. By normalized844

PM and VM cost estimation, we found that the energy con-845

sumption cost of the network depends on the utilization of the846

active nodes. We reduced the unutilized nodes of the network847

by using the minimum capacity policy. Via MATLAB experi-848

mentation, we found that our algorithm saves nearly 40% more849

total energy consumption cost while processing 500 flows. It850

also minimizes the number of active nodes in the network and851

maximizes the utilization of the active nodes by 40%–50%.852

In this paper, the VNF chains placement is limited to853

only short flows and single source and single destination854

pairs. However, we can handle the long flows (generated by855

applications with long duration [49]), by avoiding sequential856

processing of flows in general VNFs, as a result, the process-857

ing time will not become an issue to process the long flows858

and a single flow can be processed simultaneously by multiple859

VNFs. In our future research work, the long flows and flow860

splitting scenario will be discussed.861

APPENDIX 862

A. Lemma 1 863

∞∑

n=c

P1,n = θ1

θ2
· P00. 864

Proof: From Equation (6), we have, 865

(θ2 + λ) · P1,n = λ · P1, n−1, where n = c, c + 1, . . . , ∞. 866

Hence, 867

P1,n = λ

λ + θ2
· P1,n−1 = (

λ

λ + θ2
)
n−c+1

· P1, 0 868

=
(

λ

λ + θ2

)n−c+1

· θ1

λ
· P0, 0 869

= θ1

λ + θ2
·
(

λ

λ + θ2

)n−c

· P0, 0 870

So, 871

∞∑

n=c

P1,n =
∞∑

n=c

θ1

λ + θ2
·
(

λ

λ + θ2

)n−c

· P0,0 872

= θ1

λ + θ2
· P0, 0 ·

∞∑

n=c

(
λ

λ + θ2

)n−c

873

= θ1

λ + θ2
· P0, 0 ·

[

1 + λ

λ + θ2
+
(

λ

λ + θ2

)2

874

+
(

λ

λ + θ2

)3

+ . . . + ∞
]

875

= θ1

λ + θ2
· P0, 0 · 1

1 − λ
λ+θ2

876

∞∑

n=c

P1,n = θ1

θ2
· P0, 0. 877

B. Proof of Theorem 1 878

From the derived equations (Equation (4) and Equation (5)), 879

we have, 880

P1, 0 = θ1

λ
· P0,0 881

P1, 0 = P1, 1 = P1, 2 = . . . = P1, c−1 882

So 883

c−1∑

n=0

P1,n = c · θ1

λ
· P0, 0. (19) 884

∞∑

n=0

P1, n =
c−1∑

n=0

P1,n +
∞∑

n=c

P1,n (20) 885

Putting the values from Equation (19) and Lemma 1 in 886

Equation (20), we have, 887

∞∑

n=0

P1, n = c · θ1

λ
· P0,0 + θ1

θ2
· P0,0 888

=
[

c · θ1

λ
+ θ1

θ2

]

· P0,0. 889
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C. Lemma 2890

∞∑

n=1

P0,n+c = P0,0

cμ
· [α − λ].891

Proof: From the Equation (2), we have,892

cμ · P0, n+c = (λ + cμ) · P0,n − λ · P0,n−1893

Putting n = 1, 2, . . . , c − 1, c, . . . K, where K ≈ ∞, we894

will have a series of equations,895

cμ · P0, c+1 = (λ + cμ) · P0,1 − λ · P0,0, n = 1896

cμ · P0, c+2 = (λ + cμ) · P0,2 − λ · P0,1, n = 2897

cμ · P0, c+3 = (λ + cμ) · P0,3 − λ · P0,0, n = 3898

...899

cμ · P0, c+c−1 = (λ + cμ) · P0,c−1 − λ · P0,c−2, n = c − 1900

cμ · P0, c+c = (λ + cμ) · P0,c − λ · P0,c−1, n = c901

...902

cμ · P0, c+K = (λ + cμ) · P0,K − λ · P0,K−1, n = K903

Adding these K number of equations we have,904

cμ ·
K∑

n=1

P0,n+c905

= cμ
[
P0,1 + P0,2 + . . . + P0,c + P0,c+1 + . . . + P0,K

]
906

+ λ · P0,K − λ · P0,0907

= cμ · [P0,1 + P0,2 + . . . + P0,c
]

908

+ cμ · [P0,c+1 + P0,c+2 + . . . + P0,2c
]

909

+ cμ · [P0,2c+1 + . . .
]
. . . + λ · P0,K − λ · P0,0910

Assuming cμ · [P0,1 + P0,2 + · · · + P0,c]911

≈ μ
[
P0,1 + 2P0,2 + . . . + c · P0,c

]
912

= μ ·
c∑

n=1

n · P0,n = (λ + θ1) · P0,0,913

by Equation (1) Hence,914

cμ
[
P0,1 + P0,2 + . . . + P0,c + P0,c+1 + . . . + P0,K

]
915

= (θ1 + λ)P0,0 + 2 · (θ1 + λ)P0,0 + · · · + K

c
· (θ1 + λ)P0,0916

= (θ1 + λ) · P0,0

[

1 + 2 + . . . + K

c

]

917

= (θ1 + λ) · K · (K + c)

2c2
· P0,0 (21)918

So,919

cμ ·
K∑

n=1

P0,n+c = (θ1 + λ) · K · (K + c)

2c2
· P0,0920

+ λ · P0, K − λ · P0,0,921

putting the value from Equation (21).922

Eliminating the term “λ · P0,K”, as the value is quite 923

negligible and beyond our limit, we have, 924

cμ ·
K∑

n=1

P0,n+c =
[
(θ1 + λ) · K · (K + c)

2c2
− λ

]

· P0,0. 925

Putting (θ1+λ)·K·(K+c)
2c2 = α, we have, 926

cμ ·
K∑

n=1

P0,n+c = [α − λ] · P0,0 927

Hence,
∑∞

n=1 P0,n+c = P0,0
cμ · [α − λ]. 928

D. Lemma 3 929

∞∑

n=1

P0,n−1 = [
α

cμ
+ 1]P00. 930

Proof: 931

λ ·
∞∑

n=1

P0, n−1 932

= λ · P0,0 + λ · [P0,1 + P0,2 + . . . + P0,K
]
, where K ≈ ∞ 933

= λ · P0,0 + λ

cμ
· cμ

[
P0,1 + P0,2 + · · · + P0,K

]
934

= λ · P0,0 + λ

cμ
· (θ1 + λ) · K · (K + c)

2c2
· P0,0, 935

putting the value from Equation (21), 936

= λ · P0,0 + λ

cμ
· α · P0,0, 937

putting 938

(θ1 + λ) · K · (K + c)

2c2
= α.λ ·

∞∑

n=1

P0,n−1 =
[
αλ

cμ
+ λ

]

P00 939

Hence, 940

∞∑

n=1

P0,n−1 = [
α

cμ
+ 1]P00. 941

E. Proof of Theorem 2 942

From Equation (3), we have, 943

(λ + cμ)

∞∑

n=1

P0,n = λ

∞∑

n=1

P0,n−1 + cμ
∞∑

n=1

P0,n−1 + θ2

∞∑

n=c

P1,n. 944

Putting the values from Theorem 1, Lemma 2, and Lemma 3, 945

we have, 946

(λ + cμ)

∞∑

n=1

P0,n =
[
αλ

cμ
+ λ

]

P00 + [α − λ] · P0,0 + θ1 · P0,0 947

=
[
αλ

cμ
+ α + θ1

]

· P0,0 948

=
[

α ·
(

λ

cμ
+ 1

)

+ θ1

]

· P0,0 949
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Hence,950

∞∑

n=1

P0,n = [
α

cμ
+ θ1

λ + cμ
] · P0,0.951

F. Proof of Theorem 3952

∞∑

n=0

P0,n +
∞∑

n=0

P1,n =
∞∑

n=1

P0,n + P0,0 +
∞∑

n=0

P1,n953

=
[

α

cμ
+ θ1

λ + cμ

]

· P0,0954

+ P0,0 +
[

c · θ1

λ
+ θ1

θ2

]

· P0,0,955

by Theorem 1 and Theorem 2,956

=
[

1 + θ1

θ2
+ cθ1

λ
+ α

cμ
+ θ1

λ + cμ

]

· P0,0957

Hence, P0,0 = 1
1+ θ1

θ2
+ cθ1

λ
+ α

cμ + θ1
λ+cμ

.958

G. Proof of Theorem 4959

Given an undirected graph G(N, L) representing the phys-960

ical network, where N is the set of vertices and L is the set961

of edges. Each vertex u ∈ N and edge (u, v) ∈ L have962

assigned the capacity CN(u) and CL(u, v), respectively. Given963

another undirected graph GV(NV , LV) representing the virtual964

network, where NV is the set of vertices and LV is the set of965

edges. Here, we consider that virtual nodes refer to instances966

of the virtual functions, and virtual links refer to links between967

two instances of the virtual function in a service chain. Each968

instance of the functions has been assigned a capacity Cf , to969

represent the capacity of the instance of function f ∈ FV and970

FV is the set of virtual functions. Each virtual link has a cer-971

tain service chain demand da,b(u, v), which represents the972

demand of virtual link (a, b), on physical link(u, v).973

We see in the last example in Figure 4, in virtual and phys-974

ical mapping models, multiple virtual nodes are mapped to975

a single physical node of the network. That is, at a physical976

node u, the sum of the capacity of all the virtual nodes mapped977

to u, must be less than or equal to the maximum capacity of u.978

Again, as multiple virtual links are mapped to single physical979

links, the total sum of the demand of virtual links mapped to980

a physical link must be less than or equal to the maximum981

capacity of that physical link. In a virtual to physical mapping982

scenario, for all a ∈ NV mapped to u ∈ N, and all b ∈ NV
983

mapped to v ∈ N, and for all links, (a, b) ∈ LV mapped to984

(u, v) ∈ L is required to satisfy the following conditions:985

1)
∑

f ∈FV
Cf (u) ≤ CN(u), and

∑
f ∈FV

Cf (v) ≤ CN(v),986

∀u, v ∈ N, where
∑

f ∈FV
Cf (u) and

∑
f ∈FV

Cf (v) are the987

sum of the capacities of the virtual nodes at physical988

node u and v respectively.989

2)
∑

da,b(u, v) ≤ CL(u, v), ∀(u, v) ∈ L, ∀(a, b) ∈ LV ,990

where
∑

da,b(u, v) is the sum of the demand of the991

virtual links mapped to the physical link (u, v).992

Definition 5: A function f : δ1 → δ2 is called a mapping 993

reduction from A to B iff 994

a) For any β ∈ δ1, β ∈ A iff f (β) ∈ B, 995

b) f is a computable function. 996

Intuitively, a mapping reduction from A to B says that 997

a computer can transform any instance of A into an instance 998

of B such that the answer to B is the answer to A. By map- 999

ping the variable of the VNE problem to the variable of our 1000

problem, we have, 1001
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

CP(ui) → CN(u)

CP
(
uj
) → CN(v)

CV(wK) → ∑
f ∈FV

Cf (u)

CV(wL) → ∑
f ∈FV

Cf (v)
bP
(
ui, uj

) → CL(u, v)
bV(wK, wL) → ∑

da,b(u, v)

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(22) 1002

By Definition 5 and Equation (22), we can map and reduce 1003

the VNE NP-hard problem to our optimization problem. 1004

Hence, our optimization problem is NP-hard. 1005
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